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NYC PIZZA 
NYC pizza started in 1905, when Gennaro Lombardi came to the United States 
and was granted the first ever legal license to sell pizza in America. Now all over 
the Big Apple pizza is being sold in New York City. From, Salvos to domino’s 
pizza is being bought. Pizza is an amazing mouthwatering food and you can 
find it in New York City. Gennaro was going to make a pizza business so he can 
make pizza the new craze in America. Today pizza is one of  the tourist 
attractions in NYC, so Gennaro did what he did correctly. 



Italian Village 

Outside THE PIZZA! 

Italian village is on 1st avenue between 80th and 79th street. 
Italian village has great pizza and it one of  my personal 
favorite pizza places. This place has all-around good pizza, 
you can order it crunchy or chewy and it is always warm.  



Gotham pizza 

Outside The Pizza 

Gotham pizza can be found in many locations but the specific location I’m 
talking about is on 87th street and 1st avenue, it used to be my favorite of  all 
time but it is still really good. It has a more crunchy type of  crust on the 
pizza so the crunch goes with the cheese. 
 



Luigi’s Pizza 

Outside The Pizza 

Luigi’s is on 1st avenue and 88th street. I rarely go to Luigi’s but when I 
do I really like it. I usually go there on snowy days after I go sledding 
a having snowball fights in the park with my friends. The crust is hard 
but it helps if  you have the sauce with the crust and it helps. 



Little Italy 
Outside  The Pizza 

Little Italy is on 86th street between 2nd and 3rd I have 
not really went to little Italy that much but when I did 
go there it was an amazing pizzeria with lots of  pizza. 
Little Italy has an amazing combination of  taste; it is 
crunchy for a little bit then after awhile the pizza gets 
chewy because it is not fresh anymore.  



Two Boots 

Outside The Pizza 

Two boots pizza is on 84th street and 2nd avenue it is my second favorite pizza 
place the spice combines with the crunchiness and smoothness. Two boots is 
spicier than the other pizza places because that is what they specialize in that.  



Salvos 
Outside 

The Pizza 

Salvos pizza is located on 78th street and 1st avenue. Like little 
Italy salvos is hot and thin while fresh and chewy and warm 
while it is ordered. This is my favorite pizza now it is delicious.            


